1. Executive Summary

The world is suffering from a massive delusion based on the belief that a test for RNA\(^2\) is a test for a deadly new virus, a virus that has emerged from wild bats or other animals in China, supported by the western assumption that Chinese people will eat anything that moves.

If the virus exists, then it should be possible to purify viral particles. From these particles RNA can be extracted and should match the RNA used in this test. Until this is done it is possible that the RNA comes from another source, which could be the cells of the patient, bacteria, fungi etc. There might be an association with elevated levels of this RNA and illness, but that is not proof that the RNA is from a virus. Without purification and characterization of virus particles, it cannot be accepted that an RNA test is proof that a virus is present.

Definitions of important diseases are surprisingly loose, perhaps embarrassingly so. A couple of symptoms, maybe contact with a previous patient, and a test of unknown accuracy, is all you often need. While the definition of SARS, an earlier coronavirus panic, was self-limiting, the definition of COVID-19 disease is open-ended, allowing the imaginary epidemic to grow. Putting aside the existence of the virus, if the COVID-19 test has a problem with false positives (as all biological tests do) then testing an uninfected population will produce only false-positive tests, and the definition of the disease will allow the epidemic to go on forever.

This strange new disease, officially named COVID-19, has none of its own symptoms. Fever and cough, previously blamed on uncountable viruses and bacteria, as well as environmental contaminants, are most common, as well as abnormal lung images, despite those being found in healthy people. Yet, despite the fact that only a minority of people tested will test positive (often less than 5%), it is assumed that this disease is easily recognized. If that were truly the case, the majority of people selected for testing by doctors should be positive.

The COVID-19 test is based on PCR, a DNA manufacturing technique. When used as a test it does not produce a positive/negative result, but simply the number of cycles

---

1 Officially the virus is called SARS-CoV-2 and the disease it is believed to caused, COVID-19. We will just refer to COVID-19 for the current virus panic, and SARS for the 2003 panic.
2 Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) is chemically very similar to DNA, except that one of the four bases, Thymine, is replaced by Uracil. In function it is very different, being created from DNA for a temporary use such as creating a protein molecule. It is also found in a single strand rather than a double-helix.
required to detect sufficient material to beat the arbitrary cutoff between positive and negative. If positive means infected and negative means uninfected, then there are cases of people going from infected to uninfected and back to infected again in a couple of days.

A lot of people say it is better to be safe than sorry. Better that some people are quarantined who are uninfected than risk a pandemic. But once people test positive, they are likely to be treated, with treatments similar to SARS. Doctors faced with what they believe is a deadly virus treat for the future, for anticipated symptoms, not for what they see today. This leads to the use of invasive oxygenation, high dose corticosteroids, antiviral drugs and more. In this case, some populations of those diagnosed (e.g. in China) are older and sicker than the general population and much less able to withstand aggressive treatment. After the SARS panic had subsided doctors reviewed the evidence, and it showed that these treatments were often ineffective, and all had serious side effects, such as persistent neurologic deficit, joint replacements, scarring, pain and liver disease. As well as higher mortality.
2. Introduction

The COVID-19 scare that emanated from Wuhan, China in December of 2019 is an epidemic of testing, as the graph below with test statistics from Austria shows. There is no proof that a virus is being detected by the test and, while there should be, there is absolutely no concern about whether there are a significant number of false positives on the test. What is being published in medical journals is not science, every paper has the goal of enhancing the panic by interpreting the data only in ways that benefit the viral theory, even when the data is confusing or contradictory. In other words, the medical papers are propaganda.

It is also an epidemic by definition. The definition, which assumes perfection from the test, does not have the safety valve that the definition of SARS did, thus the scare can go on until public health officials change the definition or realize that the test is not reliable. SARS, according to CDC, required a respiratory symptom; close contact with another SARS case or travel to a designated epidemic area; and a positive SARS test (or lack of antibodies believed to be protective) [48]. Once everyone had been quarantined, the second criterion was difficult to achieve outside of a hospital, and numbers plummeted.
What I learned from studying SARS, the previous big coronavirus scare, after the 2003 epidemic, was that nobody had proved a coronavirus existed, let alone was pathogenic. There was evidence against transmission, and afterwards, negative assessments of the extreme treatments that patients were subjected to, the nucleoside analog antiviral drug Ribavirin, high dose corticosteroids, invasive respiratory assistance, and sometimes oseltamivir (Tamiflu). This is documented in my draft book chapter (mostly complete) that you can find here:

3. Virus Existence

Scientists are detecting novel RNA in multiple patients with influenza or pneumonia-like conditions, and are assuming that the detection of RNA (which is believed to be wrapped in proteins to form an RNA virus, as coronaviruses are believed to be) is equivalent to isolation of the virus. It is not, and one of the groups of scientists was honest enough to admit this:

“we did not perform tests for detecting infectious virus in blood” [2]

But, despite this admission, earlier in the paper they repeatedly referred to the 41 cases (out of 59 similar cases) that tested positive for this RNA as, “41 patients... confirmed to be infected with 2019-nCoV.”

Another paper quietly admitted that:

“our study does not fulfill Koch’s postulates” [1]

Koch’s postulates, first stated by the great German bacteriologist Robert Koch in the late 1800s, are simple logic, and can be stated as:

- Purify the pathogen (e.g. virus) from many cases with a particular illness.
- Expose susceptible animals (obviously not humans) to the pathogen.
- Verify that the same illness is produced.
- Some add that you should also re-purify the pathogen, just to be sure that it really is creating the illness.

Famous virologist Thomas Rivers stated in a 1936 speech, “It is obvious that Koch’s postulates have not been satisfied in viral diseases”. That was a long time ago, but the problem continues. And Rivers’ guidance was considered important enough to be cited by papers claiming (falsely) that Koch’s Postulates had been met during the SARS era (2003). None of the papers referenced in this article have even attempted to purify the virus. And the word ‘isolation’ has been so debased by virologists it means nothing (e.g. adding impure materials to a cell culture and seeing cell death is ‘isolation’).

Reference [1] did publish electron micrographs, but it can clearly be seen in the lesser magnified photo, that the particles believed to be COVID-19 are not purified, as the quantity of material that is cellular is much greater. The paper notes that the photos are from “human airway epithelial cells”. Also consider that the photo included in the article will certainly be the “best” photo, i.e. the one with the greatest number of particles. Lab technicians may be encouraged to spend hours to look around to find the most photogenic image, the one that most looks like pure virus.

There is no way to tell that the RNA being used in the COVID-19 PCR test is found in those particles seen in the electron micrograph, because you cannot see what the contents are, they could be protein, RNA or DNA. There is thus no connection between the test, and the particles, and no proof that the particles are viral.

A similar situation was revealed in March 1997 concerning HIV, when two papers published in the same issue of the journal “Virology” revealed that the vast majority of what had previously been called “pure HIV” was impurities that were clearly not
HIV, and the mixture also included micro-vesicles that look very similar to HIV under an electron microscope, but are of cellular origin. [5][6]
4. Disease Definition and Testing

Infectious diseases always have a definition, but they are usually not publicized too widely because then they would be open to ridicule. They usually have a “suspect case” category based on symptoms and exposure, and a “confirmed” category that adds some kind of testing.

Reference [13] describes a suspect case definition for COVID-19, derived from WHO definitions for SARS and MERS (Middle East Respiratory Syndrome). This definition was in effect until January 18, 2020, and required all four of the following criteria:

- **“Fever, with or without recorded temperature”**. Note that there is no universal definition of fever, so this may just be the opinion of a physician or nurse. With SARS a fever was defined as 38°C even though normal body temperature is considered to be 37°C (98.6°F).
- **“Radiographic evidence of pneumonia”**. This can occur without illness, as was seen in a 10 year old boy with no clinical symptoms [3]. He was diagnosed with pneumonia despite this.
- **“Low or normal white-cell count or low lymphocyte count”**. This is not really a criterion as every healthy person is included. This is also strange because people suffering from an infection normally have elevated white blood cell counts (although they may drop in people dying from an infection).
- **One of the following three:**
  - “No reduction in symptoms after antimicrobial treatment for 3 days”. This is a standard indication of a ‘viral’ pneumonia, i.e. one that does not resolve with antibiotics.
  - **“Epidemiologic link to the Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market”**. This, and the next criterion, create the illusion of an infectious disease, as it prefers the diagnosis of connected cases.
  - **“Contact with other patients with similar symptoms”**.

On January 18th the last, three-part category was changed to:

- One of the following:
  - “travel history to Wuhan”
  - “direct contact with patients from Wuhan who had fever or respiratory symptoms, within 14 days before illness onset”

The big problem is that, in contrast to the definition for SARS, a “confirmed case” of COVID-19 did not originally require the criteria for a suspect case to be met, but simply a positive RNA test. It did not require any symptoms or evidence of contact with previous cases, illustrating total faith in the PCR technology used in the test. The World Health Organization definition has the same flaw [15].

It was the fact that the SARS definition required both a reasonable possibility of contact with a previous case, and symptoms, that allowed the epidemic to burn out.
Once everyone was quarantined, contact with an existing case was highly unlikely, testing stopped, and doctors could declare victory.

The Chinese eventually woke up and, around February 16th required confirmed cases to meet the requirements for a suspected case, as well as a positive test. They may have put this new definition into practice earlier because after a massive addition of almost 16,000 confirmed cases on February 12th, the number fell dramatically each day and, by February 18th was under 500 cases, and continued to stay low.

But other countries did not learn. Korea, Japan and Italy (and perhaps other countries) have started doing tests on people with no epidemiological link, encouraging people with the vague symptoms that are part of the definition to come to hospital to get checked, and obviously following up with anybody with a connection to them, most of whom will be asymptomatic. Consequently, in mid to late February, cases in those and other countries started to skyrocket.

A New Disease?

COVID-19 is described as a distinct new disease. But it clearly is not. There are no distinctive symptoms, for a start. Reference [2] showed that, among 41 early cases, the only symptoms found in more than half, were fever (98%) and cough (76%). 98% had CT Scan imaging showing problems in both lungs (although it is possible to have shadowing on a CT scan without symptoms). The high percentage of cases with fever and shadowing in both lungs is an artefact of the disease definition, fever and “radiographic evidence of pneumonia” are two of the diagnostic criteria for a probable case.

The low rate of people testing positive on the COVID-19 test is further evidence that there are no obvious symptoms. If there were recognizable symptoms, doctors should have a better than 3-5% chance of guessing who has the virus. While some of the people may have been tested, without symptoms, because they were on a flight or cruise, countries outside China are encouraging people with the non-specific symptoms of fever and cough to get tested, so increasingly people have symptoms of the flu or pneumonia, but are still testing negative in high numbers.

For example, as of March 9th, Korea had found 7,382 positive cases out of 179,160 people tested (4.1%) [20]. In Washington State, where they appear to be reluctant to test anyone, only 1 out of 27 tested by February 24th had tested positive (3.7%) [21]. Perhaps if they had tested all 438 who were then under quarantine, the epidemic would have exploded from 1 to about 16 cases (3.7% of 438). By March 9th, 1,246 tests had been performed in Washington with 136 found positive (11%). Obviously, in neither location can doctors recognize cases clinically.
5. Testing

Assuming, for a moment, the existence of a new coronavirus, what would a test tell us, at this stage? Or rather, what does it not tell us?

- Without purification and exposing animals to viral particles we do not know if the virus is pathogenic (disease causing). It could be an opportunistic infection (invades unhealthy people with weakened immune systems) or a passenger virus (that is carried along by risky behavior, such as eating an animal carrier of a virus).
- We don't know the false positive rate of the test without validating a large number of positive tests by attempting to purify virus. Every positive test for which virus could not be purified would be a false positive, and every negative test for which virus could be purified would be a false negative. But the virus has not yet been purified, so test validation is impossible.
- If someone is sick there is no proof that any or all of their symptoms are due to the virus, even if it is present. Some people may be immune, some may have some symptoms caused by the virus, but others caused by the drugs they are given, by pre-existing health conditions, and so on.
- We don't know if the people who test negative are infected or not, especially when they show up with similar symptoms. For example, in [2], out of 59 patients with similar symptoms, only 41 tested positive, but the researchers were clearly not sure whether the remaining 18 were truly uninfected. If they truly are not, they lend weight to COVID-19 not being the cause of any of the illnesses, as they had symptoms indistinguishable from the 41 positives.

Testing at such an early stage of knowledge is incredibly dangerous. It spreads panic, it can put people on dangerous medications, other circumstances of their treatment can be physically and psychologically damaging (such as intubation and isolation, and even seeing all the doctors and nurses in special suits emphasizing how deathly sick you are).

False Negatives – Big Problem

According to an article in the South China Morning Post [23], Li Yan, head of the diagnostic center at the People’s Hospital of Wuhan University, noted on Chinese state TV that because of the multi-step process, an error at any stage could result in an incorrect outcome. This was echoed by reference [26] which noted the possibility of errors in the many steps from the time of specimen collection through processing. Wang Chen, president of the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, also on CCTV, said the accuracy is only 30 to 50 percent.

Wang Chen really means, however, that the test only ever produces false negatives, and never false positives. In a paper documenting a cluster of illness and positive tests in a family [3], this bias is clear, as most patients had more negative tests than positive tests, but were considered positive anyway. Patient 1 had 3/11 positive (27%), patient 2 had 5/11 (45%), patient 3 had all 18 negative, patient 4 had 4/14
(29%), patient 5 had 4/17 (24%) and patient 7 was the only with a majority positive (64%).

The only way to decide logically and scientifically is to have a gold standard for presence of the virus, which can only be purification and characterization (identification of the RNA and proteins). Since this has never been accomplished, doctors get to make decisions on the fly, biased towards treating patients as infected.

**False Positives – Best Evidence**

The first major attempt to define the false positive rate was in a paper describing a new test methodology, but it has a built-in conflict of interest [19]. Clearly, if the false positive rate was high, the authors’ aim to “develop and deploy robust diagnostic methodology for use in public health laboratory settings”, would have failed.

They did, however, do more than most. They took 297 samples of nasal and throat secretions from biobanks and tested them, only finding “weak initial reactivity” in four samples which, upon retesting, disappeared. The problem with this kind of analysis is that biobank samples may not have been obtained in the same way as samples from live people in an epidemic panic. The sampling was also not blinded, something that is necessary to eliminate the possibility of unconscious bias (a real problem in medicine). Furthermore, many samples in people believed to be infected are negative, and multiple samples are tested, as described for the family cluster paper. RNA is fragile if not stored carefully, and this would cause false negative results. No information on whether the samples were stored in a way designed to maintain RNA integrity was given.

In sum, testing 297 samples could, at best, show that the false positive rate was 1/300, but because multiple samples are often taken in current COVID-19 test protocols, with any one positive sample over-ruling all the negatives, the false positive rate could be considerably less, as the biobank samples were only tested once.

And, even if this test did have a false positive rate that was very low, it is not clear this particular test’s false positive rate cannot be extrapolated to any other test design.

Even a small false positive rate is critically important. A 99% accurate test would produce 100,000 false positives in a city of 10 million, like Wuhan. And if the number of positives in sampling is around 4% (which it appears to be from early statistics), then 1 out of 4 positives would be false.

Finally, on March 5th 2020 some Chinese scientists dropped a bombshell. According to their analysis, based on reasonable assumptions for asymptomatic people (e.g. contacts of other cases), “the false-positive rate of positive results was 80.33%” [26] This is based on a mathematical analysis using reasonable assumptions for the actual prevalence of the virus, and the performance of the test.
The best case, with the most optimistic assumptions, was still more than 40% false positives.³

**Positive, Negative, Positive Again – Confusion**

Some people have fully recovered from illness blamed on COVID-19, started to test negative, and then tested positive again. According to a news report [22] patients are not considered cured in China until they no longer have symptoms, have clear lungs, and have two negative COVID-19 tests. Despite this, 14% of discharged patients in Guangdong Province later tested positive, but with no relapse of symptoms. This is very difficult to explain if the test is for a virus, much easier to explain if the RNA that the test is looking for is not viral in origin. Later analysis showed similar results in Wuhan, with 5-10% declared to be “recovered” (negative tests after cessation of symptoms) later tested positive, often without symptoms [42]. Chinese scientists reported that 29 out of 610 patients at a hospital in Wuhan had 3-6 test results that flipped between Negative, Positive and ‘Dubious’ (undefined, but probably means a PCR cycle number between positive and negative) [52]. One patient, for example had three negative tests interspersed by two positive tests. Others had one test result in each of the three categories.

Confusing test results are listed in Appendix A.

**Negative, Negative, Negative**

A group of doctors in Marseille, France, working in a very experienced lab, that regularly does testing for respiratory viruses, reported testing 4,084 samples for COVID-19, using several systems approved for use in Europe, without a single positive [25]. This included 337 people returning from China who were tested twice, and 32 people referred because of suspected infection.

It is statistically improbable that this lab was just lucky to not get any COVID-19 cases, it is more likely that they used more stringent criteria, illustrating that the performance of not just test kits, but labs, with this new test, is completely unknown. Yet, a positive test remains unquestioned in every case.

**Preserve the test**

Overall, it seems that test results must be interpreted to preserve the coronavirus theory. No alternative interpretation is allowed. And when there is an inconsistency, it must be ignored or explained away, often invoking imaginary data. These situations are listed in Appendix A.

**Test Experience**

A paper from Singapore by doctors and public health officials provides a revealing look at the inner guts of COVID-19 testing. Hidden away in the supplementary

³ The abstract was eventually withdrawn, but without any explanation, indicating it was a political removal. The original Chinese language article was not retracted by the journal. This may be the first time ever that an abstract alone has been withdrawn.
material of reference [24], where few people will see it, it exposes some important issues with tests:

- The test is not binary (negative/positive) and has an arbitrary cutoff.
- The quantity of RNA does not correlate with illness.
- If negative means uninfected and positive means infected, then people went from infected to uninfected and back again, sometimes several times.
- Results below the cutoff are not shown, and are treated as negative, but if PCR continued past the cutoff and was eventually positive, this would indicate presence of small quantities of the RNA which is supposedly unique to COVID-19 (i.e. infection).

Before you read beyond the following figure, ask yourself why the first 6 graphs, shown deliberately out of numerical order, are separated. What are the visual differences between those 6 and the remainder? Do this right away so my interpretation does not bias your opinion.

![Figure 3A. Individual Plot of Serial Cycle Threshold (Ct) Values by Day of Illness for Each Patient](image)

**The Test is Not Binary**

Tests for infections are usually reported as positive or negative (sometimes ‘reactive’ and ‘unreactive’). One of the reasons for this is that, in many cases, multiple tests are required, and it is common to conclude that someone is infected even with some negative tests and that someone is uninfected even with some positive tests. The results of a complex multi-test algorithm are also usually reported as positive or negative, but interpreted by doctors and patients as infected or uninfected. The former could mean isolation, special medications, special precautions for health care workers and more.
But, in reality even individual tests are not binary, not positive or negative, but a range of numbers that are arbitrarily divided into positive on one side and negative on the other. Possibly there is a grey area that allows other factors, including the bias of the doctor or laboratory, to enter into the interpretation, or that will require further testing.

**Understanding RT-PCR**

Before we continue it is important to understand what RT-PCR, the test technology is. It is based on PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction), a DNA manufacturing technique invented by the iconoclastic Kary Mullis, who received a Chemistry Nobel for it in 1993. It is one of the most important technologies invented since the rise of the biotech industry in the 1980s. Starting with one DNA strand, the strand is cleaved (split in two) and then complementary strands are allowed to grow, the same process that occurs in a cell during mitosis (cell division).

So far, not so impressive, but through the magic of doubling, if this process is repeated 10 times you will have about 1,000 identical strands of DNA. Twenty times, a million ($2^{20}$). Thirty times, a billion ($2^{30}$). Forty times, a trillion ($2^{40}$). Each round of doubling is referred to as a cycle.

To use (or abuse) PCR as a test, you assume that you are starting with an unknown number of strands and end up with an exponential multiple after n cycles. From the quantity of materials at termination the starting quantity can be estimated. A major problem with this is that because PCR is an exponential (doubling) process, errors also grow exponentially. In reality, the starting quantity is often not estimated, but the optical density, or another characteristic, of the growing pile of DNA, can be determined.

Another problem with many viruses, like coronaviruses, is that they are believed to be composed of RNA, but this can be solved by converting all RNA into DNA with the Reverse Transcriptase enzyme at the start of the process.

The technology, after these two adaptations, is known as RT-PCR (Reverse Transcriptase PCR).

Now you have the information necessary to understand the numbers from 20-40 on the vertical axis of the graphs above. These are the number of cycles. It implies that it always took at least 20 PCR cycles before any RNA could be detected, and they stopped after a maximum of 37 cycles. The blue line is at cycle 38, and the black dots do not mean RNA was detected after 38 cycles (as clarified in the paper), but that it wasn’t detected by 37 cycles, and so the process terminated. This “Serial Cycle Threshold (Ct)” was the arbitrary definition of a negative result by the authors of reference [24].
We can see that it was arbitrary, because in another paper, reference [13], the authors had two end points: 37 and 40. Anything less than 37 was considered positive and anything 40 or greater was defined as negative. The in-between values of 38 and 39 resulted in re-testing. Note that this paper would treat 37 as indeterminate but the Singapore paper would treat it as positive. In a review of 33 tests approved by the FDA under emergency conditions, where a PCR cycle number cutoff was recommended, it varied widely. One manufacturer each recommended 30 cycles, 31, 35, 36, 37, 38 and 39. 40 cycles was most popular, chosen by 12 manufacturers, and two recommended 43 and 45. The MIQE guidelines [61] recommend that data with 40 or more cycles should be discarded, and some feel that 35 is a better cutoff [57]. Among other problems, background fluorescence will build up and can produce a false positive with enough cycles.

Being arbitrary is not the only problem with the use of the cycle number. The values are not comparable between labs, and will vary within a lab, especially if even minor changes to the process are made (such as using clear plastic tubes instead of white plastic). In an audio interview, RT-PCR expert Professor Stephen Bustin stated that cycles should probably be limited to 35 [57]. The MIQE guidelines for use and reporting of RT-PCR, of which Bustin was a member, warn that “Cq [PCR cycle] values >=40 are suspect because of the implied low efficiency and generally should be reported”, specifically warning of the risk of false positives [61]. The examples above used 37 and 40 as the upper limit, and a workflow published by German hospital Charité Berlin, specified 45 cycles [58]. Tests from Altona Diagnostics and Vitassay, also recommend 45 cycles. A review of all the tests approved under emergency authorization by the US FDA showed that one test each recommended that positive be considered less than 30, 31, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 cycles, 12 recommended less than 40, and one each recommended 43 and 45 [67].

**RNA Quantity does not Correlate with Illness**

*Now to reveal the difference between the first six graphs and the remaining twelve!*

Theoretically the PCR cycle number at which DNA is detectable tells us the relative quantity of RNA. Whatever initial amount was necessary to be detectable on the 20th cycle, 21 cycles would be doubly sensitive, and could detect about half as much, and 30 cycles about 1000th as much as 21. One could therefore expect sicker people to have more virus, and thus to have a lower cycle number on testing.

This is the reason the authors separated out the first six graphs from the remaining twelve. The first six were the people who were sick enough to require oxygen. But one can clearly see from the graph that the six sicker people did not have distinctly higher quantities of RNA, or any other consistent difference in their test graph.

In a survey of RNA-positive people in Guangdong, China, scientists examined the 'viral load' (quantity of RNA) and concluded that, “The viral load that was detected in the asymptomatic patient was similar to that in the symptomatic patients” [81].
Positive to Negative and Back Again

The majority of the 18 patients had a positive test, followed by a negative test, followed by a positive test. Some had this several times.

If a negative test means uninfected, then this is impossible. You cannot rid yourself of the virus, and then be re-infected the next day, and then infected the day after, and then become uninfected again. Or, if rapid re-infection is possible in a hospital setting, then the virus must be simply everywhere and fighting it is totally useless.

The simplest answer to this conundrum is that negative tests do not mean uninfected. But the corollary is that positive tests do not mean infected. Which would make the test worthless.

Results Below the Cutoff

The authors of reference [24] apparently programmed the PCR machine to stop after 37 cycles if no DNA had been detected. This means that we don’t have information on when or if the process would have terminated if it had been allowed to continue for many more cycles. More importantly, what would it mean if DNA was detected on cycle 38 or 40 or 80? If the RNA (complementary to the DNA used in PCR) is unique to the virus there is no other possible interpretation than that the person is infected. But it is possible that everyone would eventually detect enough material, which could only be interpreted as the corresponding RNA being endogenous (i.e. formed within the cells of the human body).

Given that several people bounced back from negative to positive again, one could argue that the cutoff should be more (or maybe less) than 37 cycles. But likely if this was done many more people might test positive, and even with a cutoff of, say, 40, going to negative and back again might still occur.
Symptoms Below the Cutoff

Another paper that contains a series of frequent tests, 1-5 days apart, for five European patients, showed that the PCR result (expressed in this case as estimated number of copies of RNA), went to undetectable (usually interpreted as negative or ‘uninfected’) 3 to 11 days before the cessation of symptoms, implying that the virus was causing illness when it wasn’t present [47]. Following is the graph of a patient with symptoms serious enough to justify prescription of the antiviral drug Remdesivir, who was COVID-19 negative (‘uninfected’) for 11 days before symptoms resolved. PCR testing is ultra-sensitive, so it is hard to sustain the idea that the virus was still present.

What is being looked for?

A review of 33 RT-PCR tests for COVID-19 approved under US FDA Emergency Use Authorizations showed a wide range of differences in what the tests were looking for and how they decided whether they had found it [67].

The tests look for a variety of different segments (‘genes’) of the presumed COVID-19 genome, that only amounts to about 1% or less of the total genome, which is about 30,000 bases.

Perhaps the worst feature of the tests is how they decide whether the sample is positive if more than one segment is being looked for. Some tests look for only one, so it must be present for a positive. But tests that look for two segments are split between those that require both to be present and those that require either one for a positive. Some tests look for three segments but only require any two to be present, while one test insisted on all three.

Tests that allow a segment to be undetected raise the question of how it can be said that a virus was detected when an important part of it was missing.
6. Transmission

There is lots of evidence that the virus is not as transmissible as is being implied.

(January 2) “27 (66%) [of 41 early] patients had direct exposure to Huanan seafood market [i.e. about 1/3 did not].” [2]

(January 1-20) “Of the 99 patients with 2019-nCoV pneumonia, 49 (49%) had a history of exposure to the Huanan seafood market.” [10] [i.e. 51% did not]

(January 1-January 22) A larger survey, including all the first 425 cases, showed that of those diagnosed January 1st or later, 72% had “No exposure to either market or person with respiratory symptoms”. [13]

“The symptom onset date of the first patient identified was Dec 1, 2019. None of his family members developed fever or any respiratory symptoms. No epidemiological link was found between the first patient and later cases.” [2]

(of the family cluster) “None of the family members had contacts with Wuhan markets or animals... They had no history of contact with animals, visits to markets including the Huanan seafood wholesale market in Wuhan, or eating game meat in restaurants.” [3]

(March 3) “Nearly 80% of patients with the new coronavirus in Japan have not passed on the infection to others regardless of the degree of their symptoms, a government panel of experts announced on March 2.” [43]

(May 6) The majority of recently hospitalized patients in New York are people who have followed the precaution of staying home. 66% were retired or unemployed and not commuting to work [80].

Transmission 1 – The Shenzhen Family Cluster

Reference [3] attempts to show the ease with which the virus could be transmitted in a family that travelled from Shenzhen, near Hong Kong, to Wuhan in December, and then back again about a week later.

Two grandparents (patients 1 and 2), the daughter and son-in-law (patients 3 and 4), a 10-year old grandson and a 7-year old granddaughter (patients 5 and 6) flew to Wuhan on December 29th. On the first day, the grandmother (1) and her daughter (3) visited a baby boy with pneumonia, known as Relative 1, in a hospital in Wuhan (the hospital is not named, but the implication is that this child had this new disease). Outside of this they mingled with four other local relatives, of which two had also spent extensive time in the hospital. Notably the infant’s symptoms resolved one or two days after the visit, and he returned home.

On day four of the visit (January 1st), the son-in-law, who had not gone to the hospital got sick. On this basis, they declared that COVID-19 had a very short incubation time, and that people were almost immediately infectious. There’s no evidence for this, except nothing else can support their hypothesis that the
hospitalized baby had COVID-19, infected Patients 1 (grandmother) and 3 (daughter), one of which then infected the son-in-law (Patient 4). All in four days.

Then, like dominoes, the other visitors got sick, the daughter one day after her husband (Jan 2), the grandmother the next day (Jan 3), and then the grandfather and Relatives 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Jan 4). The family appeared to have a history of being frequently ill. In this case symptoms were mostly fever, cough and weakness.

On January 4\(^{th}\) the whole family returned to Shenzhen. Note that the grandchildren, patients 5 and 6, had no symptoms during their time in Wuhan, or after returning home.

On January 9\(^{th}\), the grandparents and their daughter went to a clinic in Shenzhen, and the next day the grandparents visited the big hospital (University of Hong Kong-Shenzhen Hospital) for tests. The daughter followed one day later (January 10\(^{th}\)).

The grandparents had significant pre-existing health conditions, such as having been treated for brain cancer (grandmother) and hypertension (both). In Wuhan they both suffered from fever, dry cough, weakness, and later were found to have various lab abnormalities. They were genuinely sick.

Concern that they were infected with COVID-19 is probably the reason why the rest of the family were brought in over the next few days for testing. The daughter and son-in-law were still sick (diarrhea, congestion, sore throat, chest pain) but by then had a normal body temperature (actually lower than 37\(^{\circ}\)C). They did have some lung opacities on a CT scan, so were diagnosed with pneumonia despite the normal temperature.

The grandson had been a bad boy (patient 5) and had refused to wear a mask in Wuhan, so the parents insisted he get a CT scan. Despite the complete lack of symptoms, he also had lung opacities, and so was also diagnosed with pneumonia, albeit completely asymptomatic.

The granddaughter was a good girl (patient 6), and had worn a mask, and so nobody was surprised that she was not only asymptomatic, but also did not have lung abnormalities.

All six patients (apparently including patient 6 who was healthy in all ways) were tested using the new RNA test. Not surprisingly, the grandparents tested positive on nose swabs and serum samples. The son-in-law tested positive on nose and throat samples. But the daughter, Patient 3, despite doing 18 tests, more than anyone else, stubbornly tested negative on each one. But, showing shocking bias, the authors concluded, “she was still regarded as an infected case because she was strongly epidemiologically linked to the Wuhan hospital exposure and radiologically showing multifocal ground-glass lung opacities.” Another indication of bias was the omission of test results for Patient 6, who also tested similarly tested negative every time (but based on only four samples, according to personal correspondence from the authors). In this case the bias was clearly to classify her as uninfected.

The bad grandson (patient 5) also tested positive on nose, throat and sputum samples, despite having no symptoms of illness.
Additionally, there was a relative who did not travel to Wuhan (Patient 7), who got sick with back pain and weakness four days after everyone returned to Shenzhen and, when she was tested, she also tested positive for RNA (nose, throat and sputum).

Several of the relatives who lived in Wuhan also got sick afterwards, but no COVID-19 test information was provided in this paper.

No consideration was given to other causes for illness, such as exposure to food contaminated by chemicals, food that was prepared in anticipation of their visit, that was left out too long, or in unsanitary conditions. The purpose of reference [3] appears to have been to prove that the putative COVID-19 is infectious, not to try to disprove it (which is what good scientists should do). Note that the relatives visited each other a lot over a few days, that was indeed the purpose of the trip, and one can guess that they ate more than usual, ate richer and more exotic foods (but not exotic animals) and perhaps drank more than usual. But none of this was investigated.

**Transmission 2 – The German Connection**

Reference [9] attempts to connect the illness of some Germans, one of whom met with a Chinese woman, who afterwards was diagnosed positive on the RNA test.

The sequence of events started between January 20th and 22nd when a woman from Shanghai and a local German were in meetings together. Both were healthy at the time⁴. The woman flew back to China on January 22nd and started to feel sick on the flight home. The German also got sick (sore throat, chills, muscle pain, fever, cough), late on the 24th, and did not return to work until the 27th. By coincidence, this was the same day that the Shanghai woman informed the German company that she had been sick and had tested positive for COVID-19 RNA. By this time the German man had recovered without any special medicines or interventions, but he tested positive, and so did three other colleagues who had contact with him, or the Shanghai woman, or both. It is logical that everyone who had any contact with them was tested, and likely no employees who did not have contact were tested. The paper does not say how many tested negative, and whether any of those testing negative had similar symptoms.

The article claims that all four Germans had symptoms starting on the 24th, 26th, or 27th, but what those symptoms were is not detailed for the three not in the meeting with the Chinese woman. The article does note that, “so far, none of the four confirmed patients show signs of severe clinical illness”.

If the purpose of the paper was to support the idea that this illness is transmissible, it is important to accept the four positive tests on Germans as true positives, despite the fact that none of them had “severe clinical illness”. This, however, calls into question the severity of the illness, and why heroic and dangerous medical measures are needed. Because the Germans did not find out about their positive RNA test until after their period of symptoms, they probably only had to suffer
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⁴ A later letter from the Robert Koch Institute noted that the authors of the article had not interviewed the woman, and she had actually been suffering from fatigue and muscle pain.
quarantine, and not antiviral drugs, steroids or invasive respiratory assistance, which might have happened if they had shown up at an emergency department with symptoms and had been diagnosed with COVID-19 at the same time.

An alternative explanation is that COVID-19 is deadly, but that these four Germans represent four false positive tests. If this is the case, the usefulness of the test must be questioned.

Note that the fact that all the people with positive tests and symptoms had contact is not surprising if testing was limited to people who had contact.

Transmission 3 – Illinois Couple

A paper in Lancet made a big deal about the presumed first case of person-to-person contact in the USA, from a woman who had visited Wuhan in December 2019, to her husband, who had stayed in the United States. She got sick after returning, and later both her and her husband, who had not travelled to Wuhan, tested positive for COVID-19 [31]. Whether he had symptoms or not was impossible to tell because he had chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, so had a cough and difficulty breathing all the time. What is more interesting is that authorities identified 372 contacts of this couple, and “were able to assess exposure risk and actively monitor symptoms for 347”. Not one of these people had an emergency room visit with respiratory symptoms within 14 days of contact with the couple. 43 did have some symptoms that could have been COVID-19, and became “Persons Under Investigation” (PUIs). 26 had had exposures to the couple classified as “medium risk or greater”. But despite the presence of symptoms, contact with the couple, and close monitoring, not one tested positive for COVID-19.

Transmission 4 – Diamond Princess [33]

The Diamond Princess cruise ship was a perfect laboratory for watching a highly infectious pathogen in action. The first person who tested positive had symptoms before boarding the ship on January 20th. It was not until February 1st that they tested positive, and February 3rd when passengers were confined to their quarters, in some cases with someone who tested positive. Passengers had interactions with the crew, e.g. to obtain meals. Despite this, the rate of transmission was only 16.7%, meaning that 83.3% remained negative. Since almost half those who tested positive had no symptoms it was not possible to avoid contact with positive persons based on observing symptoms, and it meant that 92% emerged from quarantine without having experienced symptoms due to COVID-19.

Transmission 5 – Magical

Numerous newspaper articles have noted cases outside China (where individual cases were still newsworthy) that had no known contact with another case, or travel to an endemic region (notably Wuhan). These are documented in Appendix A.
Proving Transmission

It is impossible, in most cases, to prove that someone did have contact with another COVID-19 case, even if they did travel to Wuhan and visit the Huanan market. In the best case it will be possible to show that someone was in the vicinity of someone who tested positive earlier, but that does not constitute proof that they were exposed to the virus, let alone that it was that person who infected them. In most cases, even if someone was in Wuhan, there will be no evidence that a person was in contact with another victim.

Fundamentally, this belief that it is contact that causes positive tests is necessary to preserve the infectious paradigm. Therefore, the slightest evidence of an association between an old case and a new case (such as having been in the same city at the same time) is taken as proof of transmission, when it is obviously not.
7. Treatment

Treatment for the putative novel coronavirus, COVID-19, is following the same pattern as for SARS. Apart from standard treatment for respiratory conditions, there is a tendency towards providing oxygen to patients more aggressively (e.g. intubation), the use of high dose corticosteroids (e.g. methylprednisolone) and a variety of antiviral medications.

SARS Experience

This did not work out well for SARS. As a report, commissioned by a WHO expert panel after SARS was over, said,

“Despite an extensive literature reporting on SARS treatments, it was not possible to determine whether treatments benefited patients during the SARS outbreak. Some may have been harmful... Of patients treated with ribavirin, 49/138 to 67/110 (36%–61%) developed haemolytic anaemia [breakdown of red blood cells], a recognised complication with this drug, although it is not possible to rule out the possibility that SARS-CoV infection caused the haemolytic anaemia, as there is no control group. One study noted that over 29% of SARS patients had some degree of liver dysfunction indicated by ALT levels higher than normal, and the number of patients with this complication increased to over 75% after ribavirin treatment... In the Chinese literature, we found 14 reports in which steroids were used. Twelve studies were inconclusive and two showed possible harm. One study reported diabetes onset associated with methylprednisolone treatment. Another study (an uncontrolled, retrospective study of 40 SARS patients) reported avascular necrosis and osteoporosis among corticosteroid-treated SARS patients [which resulted in many joint replacements, particularly in Hong Kong]” [7].

Drugs for COVID-19

For SARS the antiviral drug ribavirin was dominant, but for COVID-19, a wider variety of antivirals were proposed at the beginning of the panic, and now it has expanded beyond just antivirals to anti-malaria and rheumatology drugs. The choice of drugs is a shot in the dark as, “There are no proven therapies for the prevention or treatment of COVID-19. All agents have the possibility of associated harm” [40]:

- Flu drug oseltamivir (Tamiflu) [2]. Use was described as “empirical”, based on intuition, not science. Usage in China was also reported in [10]. A JAMA review states that there is “no role in the management of COVID-19 once influenza has been excluded” [53].
- A JAMA review notes that another influenza drug, Umifenovir (Arbidol) is approved in Russia and China. Non-randomized, observational data showed a significantly lower death rate, and randomized trials are underway in China [53].
- AIDS drug combination Kaletra, composed of protease inhibitors Lopinavir and Ritonavir, has been fairly widely used. A Chinese hospital noted that the
choice was because the drug was “already available in the designated hospital” [2]. Usage in China was also reported in [10] and in Singapore in [24]. On March 18th Chinese researchers published an article declaring their clinical trial a failure, noting that the drug was, "not associated with clinical improvement or mortality in seriously ill patients with Covid-19 different from that associated with standard care alone." [38]. This was echoed by a JAMA review that suggests, “a limited role for lopinavir/ritonavir”, and noted significant drug-drug interactions at dosages suggested [53].

- Nelfinavir is another AIDS protease inhibitor, mentioned in [28].
- Cytomegalovirus drug Ganciclovir (Cytovene) was also reported in China by [10].
- Early in February the Chinese government announced a trial of Gilead’s Ebola antiviral Remdesivir, on the basis that it, “may have helped alleviate the symptoms of a 35-year-old male” diagnosed with COVID-19 infection in the US [15]. The drug was going to be trialed on 270 people, although it is not clear whether there will be a placebo or comparison group. A Chinese chemistry professor, Jiang Xuefeng, warned, “No random, controlled, or blank samples were used in [its previous use in one American man]... The effectiveness of remdesivir cannot be determined by this single case... It can take years to fully understand the pharmacological and toxicological side effects of new drugs” [15]. Reference [28] admits that, “randomized and controlled trials are still needed to determine the safety and efficacy of remdesivir.” Some of those trials are happening at 12 centres in Italy [35]. By April, 2020, Gilead had enrolled 4,000 people in two trials, and one of the sites, University of Chicago Medicine, with about 3% of total patients, announced positive results, but a press report included a significant caveat, “The lack of a control arm in the study could make interpreting the results more challenging” [56]. Notwithstanding this, Gilead share prices quickly rose 16%. But on April 23rd Gilead stock crashed back down when the Chinese reported that slightly more of the Remdesivir patients died (14% vs 13% on ‘standard care’) and 11.6% had to stop the drug early versus 5.1% in the control group [74]. On April 16th Gilead changed the primary end point of one trial from an 8 point scale (1=dead through 8=healthy) to “time to recovery”, which ignores patients who died [78].

- A Japanese hospital used the anti-influenza medication Avigan (Favipiravir) on one patient, it was given to 70 patients in Shenzhen, China [30], and is being tested in Italy as well [35].

- A review of treatments in China, published mid-February, also revived the use of Ribavirin despite admitting lack of effectiveness and “significant toxicity”. But perhaps, they hypothesized, it would be useful combined with other drugs [28]. A JAMA review notes its hematologic and liver toxicity, and no discernable benefit with the coronavirus MERS [53].

- There has been much excitement about the anti-malaria drugs chloroquine (aka Nivaquine, Plaquenil), and the less toxic hydroxy-chloroquine. Neurological side effects, sometimes permanent, are the most worrying side
effect of this family of drugs. A JAMA review of drugs indicated that, “no high-quality evidence exists for the efficacy”, the only data from China is a news report. The drug is reported as relatively safe, but there is a warning about side effects in less than 10% of people, “including QTc prolongation, hypoglycemia, neuropsychiatric effects, and retinopathy...and the potential for arrhythmias” [53]. Shortly after the JAMA review was published, a clinical trial of chloroquine in 81 people in Brazil had to be halted when patients developed irregular heart rates [54]. A researcher in the trial is quoted as saying that, “the high dosage that the Chinese were using is very toxic and kills more patients.”

- There is no good data yet on hydroxychloroquine [53], but a German pulmonologist has claimed that the modified G6PD gene found in many Africans makes hydroxychloroquine “very dangerous” to them [77]. A New York state study found an elevated risk of death with hydroxychloroquine combined with azithromycin, but it was not statistically significant, and the study design was observational, not randomized, further reducing confidence in the result. There was no evidence of benefit [82]. A Chinese study of high dose hydroxychloroquine (800-1200mg) similarly found no benefit in preventing disease progression (it was actually slightly higher with the drug) and 10% of patients had diarrhea, and 2/70 had unspecified ‘serious adverse events’. The group without hydroxychloroquine did not experience these problems [84].

- Russia promoted a related malaria drug, Mefloquine (Lariam), even though this has a well documented risk of serious neurological side effects, often permanent. [https://www.rt.com/russia/484364-russian-drug-treatment-covid19/]

- Tocilizumab (Actemra), a rheumatoid arthritis drug from Roche, is also being tested in Italy [35]. It blocks immune system protein interleukin-6 (IL-6) and is considered immunosuppressive.

- Siltuximab, a similar rheumatoid arthritis drug, is also under consideration.

- Sarilumab (Kevzara) from Regeneron and Sanofi, another IL-6 inhibitor, is also entering a clinical trial. [https://www.healio.com/rheumatology/rheumatoid-arthritis/news/online/%7B1957db6e-f7a2-4e5d-939e-4db564b2dd3%7D/sarilumab-enters-clinical-trial-for-covid-19-spotlighting-key-role-for-il-6]

- Interferon-β has shown activity against MERS, but combined with other drugs. In conclusion, a JAMA review states that, “Given conflicting in vitro and animal data and the absence of clinical trials, the use of interferons to treat SARSCoV-2 cannot currently be recommended” [53].

- Interferon-α is also being used by the Chinese and Cubans, but very little information about safety and effectiveness is available.

- A JAMA review recommends further study of antihelminthic (anti-intestinal worm) drug Nitazoxanide on the basis of broad antiviral activity (in the test tube) and a “relatively favorable” safety profile [53].

- Pancreatitis drug Camostate mesylate has some test tube evidence in favor of future study [53].
• There is a small amount of evidence in favor of further research on Favipivir (T-705) on the basis of a study comparing it with Arbidol for COVID-19, although the adverse effects that can be expected at the higher dosages believed necessary are unknown [53].

• There are reports of the use of corticosteroids with COVID-19. For example, 27% of the first 2,003 Italians whose deaths were blamed on COVID-19 had received corticosteroids [32]. These drugs were widely used during SARS, but afterwards it was found that they were associated with an increased risk of psychosis, diabetes and osteonecrosis. Based on this experience, plus similar experiences with influenza and MERS, also blamed on a coronavirus, a report in Lancet recommended against their use in COVID-19 [73].

These drugs are sometimes described as “experimental”, but that is a misnomer, and disguises the fact that they are not used in the context of science. It is clearly not science when there is often no placebo, no blinding, and no randomization. It is likely that sicker patients will be prescribed untested drugs, if they have a health decline it will be blamed on the virus, and nobody could know what would have happened if they had received standard medical treatment for their symptoms. At best there will be a comparison between two unproven drugs. If the patient survives it will likely be considered a success, and is worth millions, or more, in public relations to the drug company.

**Drug Usage**

93% of 41 confirmed Chinese COVID-19 cases in [2] received Oseltamivir, and future use of Kaletra was planned. 75 of 99 patients, also in China, received unspecified antivirals [10]. 52% of 2,003 COVID-19 positive people who died in Italy had been prescribed (unspecified) antivirals [32].

**Invasive Ventilation**

Patients with respiratory illnesses like pneumonia often have difficulty getting enough oxygen into their blood (oxygenation). This is because there is a reduced amount of lung tissue (alveoli) available for gas exchange, perhaps because it is disabled by the collection of fluids and pus or inflammation. When a patient is found to have low oxygen levels or signs of respiratory distress (such as rapid, shallow breathing sweating or grogginess) providing more oxygen is required. There are increasing levels of oxygenation support that can be given, with increasing risk:

1. Tubes to the nose (cannulas) that deliver air richer in oxygen.
2. Oxygen masks can provide higher levels of oxygen.
3. Intubation, inserting a tube down the throat to the lungs.

The last method, which is known as invasive ventilation, has significantly greater risks. After SARS an analysis of data in Hong Kong compared one hospital that started patients with non-invasive ventilation to 13 that immediately went to intubation for SARS [36]. Despite this one hospital receiving significantly sicker
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5 Written with the assistance of FA Khan, MD, FACEP, FAAEM [44].
patients, their death rate was more than four times lower, and there were no instances of transmission of SARS to health care workers.

One problem with intubation is the cluster of issues known as VALI – Ventilator Association Lung Injury [45]. Another is Ventilator Associated Pneumonia (VAP). While most patients already have pneumonia, this problem could introduce new pathogens. Risk factors relevant to COVID-19 patients include chronic disease, previous antibiotic therapy and hospitalization for over 5 days [39].

Invasive ventilation can also be traumatic, with patients experiencing, “unreal experiences...often associated with intense fear” [40]. Care by nurses and relatives can reduce this fear, but when relatives are barred from the bedside, and nurses are cloaked in personal protective gear, there may be no comforting face or hand-holding available.

It appears that concerns about invasive ventilation from the SARS era are being ignored. In the UK, an analysis of 6,718 patients showed that 67% were intubated within 24 hours of admission [37]. One reason is that the UK government is strongly advising sick people to stay home and self-isolate (“Do not leave home if you or someone you live with has either: a high temperature a new, continuous cough”) and to not go to an emergency room until their symptoms worsen. This could lead to people with early, easily treated pneumonia, waiting several days, at which point their pneumonia is much more advanced and may require intubation. This is not to advocate that people should go to an ER for any sniffle or slight fever, but the pendulum may have swung too far the other way, with the minority of people whose cold or flu symptoms do not resolve in two or three days waiting too long to get help.

A second reason for intubation is the fear of infection of health care workers or other patients with non-invasive ventilation, despite that fear being unfounded with SARS. In the UK, advice is based on this fear, therefore, “a low threshold should be applied to early intubation and mechanical ventilation” [49]. In Australia and New Zealand, “Early intubation should be considered to prevent the additional risk to staff of emergency intubation and to avoid prolonged use of high flow nasal oxygen or non-invasive ventilation” [50]. And a review of experiences in Italy stated that, “Invasive ventilation is associated with reduced aerosolisation and is thus safer for staff and other patients”, but also admitted that, “it might also be associated with hypoxia, haemodynamic failure and cardiac arrest during tracheal intubation” [51].

In the United States, ventilation is associated with higher payments from the government. Although they vary by region, they are approximately $13,000 for a regular COVID-19 patient and $39,000 for an intubated patient [75].

Problems with intubation can occur due to improper insertion of the tubes causing internal damage (perhaps because the patient is not completely sedated), and due to secretions from the mouth, upper airways or even stomach entering the lungs. The procedure is harder on patients with a weaker constitution due to age or pre-existing health conditions. And problems may be exacerbated by the use of other powerful drugs, such as those being proposed and used for coronavirus treatment.
Sufficient trained staff are also needed to constantly monitor and care for the immobilized patients, and to be able to properly extubate them (remove the tube) if oxygen levels go back up again.

If damage from invasive ventilation occurs, it will be almost impossible to differentiate it from worsening of the underlying lung problem, so the deterioration may be ascribed to the wrong cause. But it has been associated with shockingly high death rates. One patient survey from China reported that 31 out of 32 (97%) intubated patients die [60]. A New York patient survey reported that 320 out of 5700 COVID-19 patients were intubated. Even among the younger group, 18-65, the death rate was 76%, and among those over 65, the same shocking 97% as in China [70].

**Treatment experience**

We do not have much precise documentation of experiences with the antiviral drugs, this tends to come out after an epidemic is over, when doctors have time to go through the copious records that will be taken, and see if they can determine whether the treatments had any impact on the markers of the disease or on the health of the patient. Since it is almost certain that there was no control, it will be impossible to distinguish between a patient who recovered on their own despite the treatment, and one who was saved by the treatment. However, useful information on adverse events and disease markers can be obtained.

The first report of treatment experience that I am aware of came from Singapore [24]. They reported on 18 patients, of which only five received antiviral medications, chosen from six sickest patients, who required supplemental oxygen.

The doctors used the AIDS drugs Lopinavir and Ritonavir, often marketed as the combination pill Kaletra. For two of the patients they reported a reduction of oxygen requirements within 3 days, and for two they started to get negative coronavirus tests (not the same two). So far, so good, although it is impossible to claim this is due to the drugs, and it was only a minority of the patients.

The bad news is that two patients, “deteriorated and experienced progressive respiratory failure while receiving lopinavir/ritonavir, with 1 requiring invasive mechanical ventilation”. And these two patients continued to produce positive coronavirus tests. Furthermore 3 out of 5 patients “developed abnormal liver function test results” and 4 out of 5, “developed nausea, vomiting, and/or diarrhea”. In total, only one of the five was able to complete the planned 14-day course of antiviral drugs.

It is of course not possible to prove that the drugs produced the side effects or worsening of health that is seen, as a control is impossible during an epidemic panic. However, when the condition of the patients includes known side effects of the drugs prescribed, it is reasonable to infer that they are caused by the drugs.
Conclusions

In the following section on Treatment, it is shown that coronavirus positive patients who die are generally older and sicker than the general population. This means that they are less able to withstand aggressive treatment. It is known that the treatments have side effects, that these can be quite severe, but it is not yet known if any of them have benefits.
8. Mortality

There are four main questions to ask about mortality:

1. Are the number of cases significant in the context of normal mortality?
2. Is the death rate of cases higher than other similar diseases, such as influenza?
3. Who is dying?
4. Are there reasons for death other than a novel coronavirus?

Number of Cases

Many people are convinced that COVID-19 is a severe problem by the large number of deaths it is causing. For example, at the time of writing, Worldometer was reporting about 164,000 deaths from COVID-19, to date, representing about 0.002% of the global population.

One reason this number is misleading is because it is a cumulative number, and not a weekly number. If we divide by the 8 weeks that, at the time of writing, the panic had been in western countries, it amounts to about 20,500 deaths per week, over the entire globe.

Another reason the number is misleading is that few people have any idea how many people die on a weekly basis in their country. For example, in the United States, a country of about 325 million, there were about 2.8 million deaths in 2017 according to the CDC, or about 54,000 per week. So normal deaths in the United States per week are between two and three times larger than global deaths due to the coronavirus.

Death Rate of Cases

While ordinary people might have been panicking due to the sheer scale of the number of deaths, medical and scientific people were panicking over the high death rate. The death rate is simply the number of deaths from coronavirus divided by the total number of cases. A problem is that the number of cases who have been discovered may be vastly less than the real number of cases, because asymptomatic people are much less likely to be tested, and this dramatically increases the apparent death rate. Secondly, people may be recorded as coronavirus deaths when it was not the main cause of death, and this also dramatically increases the apparent cause of death.

As an example, take a town that has 100 confirmed coronavirus cases and 10 deaths. The death rate is 10% which is 100 times more than influenza (0.1%). But a recent study, using an antibody survey, found that there were 50-85 times more people positive in Santa Clara County, hard hit by the COVID-19 panic, than confirmed cases would indicated. Then a 10% death rate would drop to between 0.2% and 0.1%.

But what if only 12% of people registered as coronavirus deaths actually died from the coronavirus death, as the scientific advisor to Italy’s Minister of Health, stated in an interview with Britain’s Daily Telegraph [62]? Then a 10% death rate declines to under 1%. The United States also has a policy of recording most deaths of
coronavirus-positive people as deaths from the coronavirus, even if the death was obviously from one of their pre-existing health conditions combined with old age [62]. In Belgium, all deaths at retirement homes are classified as COVID-19 although only 5% have tested positive for the virus [71]. Similarly, 55 deaths at a nursing home in Brooklyn, USA, were classified as COVID-19 despite the fact that, “not a single resident has been able to get tested for the virus to this day” [72].

If we multiply the number of coronavirus cases by 50 while taking 12% of the deaths as truly from coronavirus, then our 10% death rate drops to 0.02%, which is significantly less than influenza.

Who is Dying?

Coronavirus patients are generally older and weaker than the general population. For example, “The average age of the patients was 55.5 years, including 67 men and 32 women” [10]. Only about 12% of the Chinese population are 55 or over [11]. In a later study [13], the median age was 59, and only about 10% of Chinese are this age or older. In the last of three time periods of this study, January 12nd through 22nd, the median age had crept up to 61.

The patients also were likely to have pre-existing health conditions. For example, “50 (51%) patients had chronic diseases, including cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, endocrine system disease, digestive system disease, respiratory system disease, malignant tumour, and nervous system disease” [10].

These characteristics are exacerbated for those who died, they are even older and more unhealthy than coronavirus patients in general. In Italy, the average age of coronavirus patients was just over 60, but the average age of 2,003 deaths was 80. There were no deaths under 30, and only 3.6% between 30 and 60.

Over 99% of the 355 cases for which information was available had serious pre-existing health conditions (76% had hypertension, and smaller quantities had diabetes, other heart conditions, recent cancer, kidney failure, COPD, stroke, dementia and chronic liver disease) that could have explained the deaths. 49% had over three conditions, 26% had two and 25% had one. Only three of the deceased (<1%) had no chronic underlying condition [32].

A UK report of 3,912 deaths of coronavirus positive people found similar characteristics of the deceased. The largest proportion of deaths were in those aged 85-89, with only one death in people under 20. 91% had at least one pre-existing health condition, and the average number was 2.7. These included ischaemic heart disease; Alzheimers and dementia; Chronic lower respiratory diseases; Influenza and pneumonia; and Diabetes [55].

A report from New York showed that 88% of 5,700 COVID-19 patients had more than one pre-existing health condition, several of which are often associated with difficulty breathing (morbid obesity, asthma, COPD, etc). The death rate was highest in those 80 and older, 54%, and dropped dramatically with reduced age. Only 32% of those in their 70s died, 16% in their 60s, 12% in their 50s, 6% in their 40s, 4% in their 20s and 30s. Nobody under 20 died [70].
A New England Journal of Medicine report with 8,910 patients from 169 hospitals worldwide showed that age over 65, coronary artery disease, cardiac arrhythmia and current smoking each approximately doubled the risk of death when hospitalized for COVID-19, and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease almost tripled the risk [79].

**Non-Viral Causes of Death**

It is generally believed that any surplus deaths seen since February could only have been caused by COVID-19, but there are actually several ways in which our panic could have caused death. Unfortunately, due to the evolving situation, and dearth of the appropriate information, quantifying these deaths is currently impossible:

- Isolation.
- Delaying going to hospital.
- Consequences of home confinement.
- Consequences of germphobia.
- Air pollution.
- Diet and nutrition.

**Aggressive medical treatment**

The Treatment section above describes the special medical treatments that are only given to people who test coronavirus positive or who, in some cases, are believed to be coronavirus infected based on symptoms. Both intubation and drug treatments have side effects that can be fatal, although it is not possible at present to quantify the number of deaths being cause.

**Isolation**

COVID-19 patients are generally isolated from the outside world, not able to see visitors, and not seeing staff as humans because they are hidden behind layers of personal protective gear. The literature on the benefits of visitation to patients is too vast to cite here, but visitors can help patients understand what medical staff are saying and proposing to do, provide emotional comfort, relieve boredom, and make the patient continue to believe that their life is worth the struggle to continue. If the only people seen are in protective gear that further emphasizes the dire circumstances, and the small likelihood of recovery.

**Delaying treatment**

In the United Kingdom the government put up posters that have messages similar to this: “If you or anyone in your household has a high temperature or a new and continuous cough - even if it’s mild, (A) Everyone in your household must stay at home for 14 days and keep away from others; (B) DO NOT go to your GP, hospital or pharmacy; (C) Only call NHS 111 if you can’t get online or your symptoms worsen.” This is a very clear message that sick people must stay home. In most cases their symptoms probably resolve, but if they progress to pneumonia the affected person
may still delay going to the hospital, and when they do arrive their pneumonia may be much further advanced than under normal circumstances.

Patients may also decide for themselves that they do not want to go to an Emergency Room because of the perception that it will be full of people infected with COVID-19, and a certain way to pick up the infection.

In New York, people in cardiac arrest whose hearts cannot be restarted at the scene will not be driven to the hospital for further resuscitation attempts, according to the New York Post on April 2nd due to fear that hospitals are overwhelmed with coronavirus patients (nypost.com/2020/04/02/coronavirus-nyc-emts-stop-taking-cardiac-arrest-patients-to-hospitals). By contrast, in Birmingham, in the UK, paramedics are told to pick up the patient but not to start chest compressions or ventilation in the ambulance, but to wait until they arrive at the hospital, due to fear of contamination of the ambulance with COVID-19 (https://www.bmj.com/content/368/bmj.m1282).

Consequences of home confinement

In Canada, the Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms, a legal action group, wrote to Prime Minister Trudeau and provincial premiers, asking their governments to quantify various harms from home confinement and other restrictions on movement and association, including deaths from:

- Increased suicide rates, e.g. due to unemployment, bankruptcy or hopeless poverty due to loss of employment or closure of a small business.
- Deaths from alcoholism and drug abuse, exacerbated by loss of employment, loss of social interactions and isolation.
- Domestic abuse from forcing partners to stay in close quarters for extended periods of time, when one of the partners is already abusive.
- Deaths of elderly, infirm people due to lack of visitors to observe their deteriorating physical and mental condition.
- Deaths from cancellations of elective surgeries or from inability to access hospital services. An organization that is a “leading provider of data to NHS [National Health Service] trusts” (Edge Health) warned on April 25th that there might already be 2,000 medical deaths per week from the non-COVID impacts of the coronavirus panic, such as among stroke, heart attack and diabetes patients who can no longer access needed services [76].
- Future deaths from increased poor health in children (e.g. diabetes) who have few opportunities for exercise or fresh air.

Consequences of germphobia

Modern societies have long had a fear of microbes, with many people seeing them only as a source of sickness, despite many foods containing bacteria or fungi, such as cheese, yogurt, kefir, miso soup, kombucha, pickles, olives, kimchi, sauerkraut (if not pasteurized), tempeh and more.

The coronavirus panic has led to vastly increased (although probably futile) efforts at disinfection of any surfaces that people could come in contact with. This may well
cause long term problems, such as the development of cancer, but in the short term it has already been associated with a sharp increase in calls to US poison control centers, according to the CDC [65].

**Air pollution**

Many people noted that both Wuhan and Lombardy Italy, two hotspots for coronavirus deaths, also suffered from heavy air pollution. Now there is some scientific support for this. Harvard University scientists found that an increase of 1 microgram of fine particulates per cubic meter was associated with an 8% increase in COVID-19 deaths [68]. An Italian study concluded that, “people living in an area with high levels of pollutant are more prone to develop chronic respiratory conditions and suitable to any infective agent. Moreover, a prolonged exposure to air pollution leads to a chronic inflammatory stimulus, even in young and healthy subjects. We conclude that the high level of pollution in Northern Italy should be considered an additional co-factor of the high level of lethality recorded in that area” [69]. Air pollution may leave people more vulnerable, both to any new health challenges, and to aggressive medical treatment.

**Diet and nutrition**

A study comparing COVID-19 patients in ICU to patients in a regular ward found that Vitamin D Insufficiency was present in 11/20 (85%) of the former but only 4/7 (57%) of the latter. 7/20 (35%) of ICU patients had critically low levels. All COVID-19 ICU patients less than 75 years old had Vitamin D deficiency. The authors note that Vitamin D deficiency is much more common among people over 60 and black-skinned people, and that hydroxychloroquine raises plasma Vitamin D levels. Note that this is a small study, so can only be considered preliminary.

---

6 The original version of the paper stated 15%.
9. Conclusions

The coronavirus panic is just that, an irrational panic, based on an unproven RNA test, that has never been connected to a virus. And which won’t be connected to a virus unless the virus is purified. Furthermore, even if the test can detect a novel virus the presence of a virus is not proof that it is the cause of the severe symptoms that some people who test positive experience (but not all who test positive).

Finally, even if the test can detect a virus, and it is dangerous, we do not know what the rate of false positives is. And even a 1% false positive rate could produce 100,000 false positive results just in a city the size of Wuhan and could mean that a significant fraction of the positive test results being found are false positives.

The use of powerful drugs because doctors are convinced that they have a particularly potent virus on their hands, especially in older people, with pre-existing health conditions, is likely to lead to many deaths. As with SARS.

There is very little science happening. There is a rush to explain everything that is happening in a way that does not question the viral paradigm, does not question the meaningfulness of test results, and that promotes the use of untested antiviral drugs. And, given enough time there will be a vaccine developed and, for some of the traumatized countries, it may become mandatory, even if developed after the epidemic has disappeared, so that proving that it reduces the risk of developing a positive test will be impossible.
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Appendix A  Confusing Test Results

Some test results simply do not make sense if the test accurate reflects an infection that comes, making someone positive, and then goes, returning the person to negative. Often, when ‘impossible’ test results occur, authorities tie themselves in knots trying to explain the test without questioning the accuracy of the RT-PCR RNA test for COVID-19 or the viral paradigm.

- (Jan 24) As mentioned above, in Reference [3] the daughter, important in the chain of transmission of a family, was interpreted as a false negative. Alternatively it could have been concluded that this woman did not have the coronavirus, but that would have badly damaged the family transmission story, and left open other reasons for the cluster of illnesses (and CT scan abnormalities).

- (Jan 24) Also in Reference [3] the grandson tested positive without any symptoms at all, except lung abnormalities on a CT scan. This allowed them to declare him as ill (asymptomatic pneumonia). But he could have been an asymptomatic case or a false positive.

- (Jan 29) Out of 206 Japanese evacuated from Wuhan, only three tested positive, and two were found to have “no symptoms”. Instead of considering them false positives, they are considered infected and possibly infectious.[12]

- (Jan 30) The four Germans [9] could be seen as showing that the RNA test produces false positives or that the illness produced by the virus is often not severe. But it will be interpreted as neither by dogmatic promoters of the coronavirus theory, it simply will not be mentioned now that the main message, that the virus is infectious, is bolstered by the evidence.

- (Jan 31) A woman who returned from China to her Canadian university with illness, first tested negative, and then positive. This was interpreted as indicating that she had very little virus in her body at the time of the first test, and that the test was not sensitive enough. However, PCR testing is extraordinarily sensitive, and if she had so little virus, how was it that she had symptoms? An alternative explanation is that she became positive on the test in Canada, perhaps because this virus is actually quite common, or because the test is not for a virus, but is just measuring RNA created by the human body in response to disease conditions.[8]

- (Feb 2) An 80 year old Hong Kong man tested positive after hospital admission due to a fever, but his only recent trip to mainland China was a brief visit to Shenzhen, just outside Hong Kong (over 1000km from Wuhan by car). He had no contact with other cases, markets with live animals or wild animals. [https://news.rthk.hk/rthk/en/component/k2/150612-20200202.htm]

- (Feb 4) Of 6 positive cases in Singapore reported in [14], the first had a sore throat and cough, but no pneumonia, the second and third had undescibed symptoms, and the last three had no symptoms.
• (Feb 11) A sick woman in Wuhan tested negative on her first test, after days of illness, but positive on the second. [https://www.scmp.com/tech/science-research/article/3049858/race-diagnose-treat-coronavirus-patients-constrained-shortage]

• (Feb 13) A Japanese woman in her 80s tested positive after death. Her son-in-law, a taxi driver, also tested positive. He had not travelled to the affected parts of China and denied having carried any foreign customers in the two weeks before testing positive. [https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/news/20200214_15/]

• (Feb 16) An 82-year old man in Seoul, Korea, had no record of overseas travel or contact with other positive testing people. [https://en.yna.co.kr/view/AEN20200216001355320?section=national/national]

• (Feb 16) An 83-year old American woman was screened as disease free after leaving a cruise ship but tested positive twice after arrival in Malaysia. Ironically, her husband had pneumonia, but tested negative. Nobody on the ship was sick, nor had travelled to mainland China recently. [https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/16/world/asia/coronavirus-cruise-americans.html]

• (Feb 17) Three men in Aichi, Chiba and Hokkaido prefectures in Japan have no infection routes identified. [https://www3.nhk.or.jp/nhkworld/en/news/backstories/878/]

• (Feb 18) A 61-year-old woman described as a “superspreader” was the first person diagnosed in her highly populated region of South Korea, with no known contacts or travel to explain her case. She was blamed for spreading the infection to 37 other people, but this may just be an artefact of the size of the church. She had 1,160 “contacts” (presumably mainly members of her congregation), and so the fraction of cases among her contacts is 3.3%, lower than the rate of positive tests seen overall in South Korea. [https://news.joins.com/article/23708745]

• (Feb 20) JAMA article on original cases in Lombardy reports that none of the 37 cases found within 24 hours had any links to each other or to previous coronavirus cases (e.g. from people arriving to Italy from China) [34].

• (Feb 22) Two cases in Chiba prefecture, Japan, had no relationship with each other, or any contact with other cases or a relevant travel history. [https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/east-asia/japans-new-coronavirus-cases-rise-again-as-doubts-about-prevention-grow]

• (Feb 22) Director-General of WHO says that “cases with no clear epidemiological link, such as travel history to China or contact with a confirmed case” are a concern. [https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/22/808440540/coronavirus-cases-triple-in-south-korea-who-keeps-eye-on-africa-iran]

• (Feb 27) After a hospital in Vienna, Austria, decided to test everyone with compatible symptoms, a 72-year old man tested positive. He had no known route of infection, had already been in the hospital 10 days, and none of his contacts were ill or infected. [https://www.vindobona.org/article/coronavirus-infected-person-has-been-in-hospital-for-several-days]
(Feb 27) An 88-year old man in San Marino (Duchy within Italy) tested positive, but an investigation showed he had not travelled abroad, nor to the ‘red’ areas of Italy where other cases have been found. 

(Feb 28) An Oregon resident became the first positive case with no known history of travel to affected countries or contact with infected individuals. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/02/28/coronavirus-live-updates/?p9w22b2p=b2p22p9w00098

(Feb 28) A dog in Hong Kong whose owner was positive, also tested positive, but scientists claimed that perhaps the dog was not infected but had just inhaled or ingested virus particles. They did not explain why this could not also occur with humans. https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/28/a-dog-in-hong-kong-tests-positive-for-the-coronavirus-who-confirms.html

(Mar 1) Newsweek reported an American man tested negative upon return from Wuhan, China, without any symptoms. But later he was “weakly positive” and was returned to quarantine. https://www.newsweek.com/cdc-mistakenly-released-texas-coronavirus-patient-who-later-tested-positive-san-antonio-mayor-says-1489939

(Mar 2) A medical article reported a woman in Guangdong, China who tested positive at the end of an 8 day period of symptoms, had two negative tests after symptoms had resolved (days 12 and 14), but then a positive test (day 17), followed by three more negative tests (days 20, 22, 32). She was asymptomatic this entire time.

(Mar 2) El Pais reported that at least five positive cases in Torrejón de Ardoz, near Madrid, had not travelled to any country considered a risk, not had contact with any other patient. https://english.elpais.com/society/2020-03-02/health-experts-concerned-over-unexplained-coronavirus-cases-in-spain.html


(Mar 12) A woman returned from Italy to Cuba, where her husband was, and developed minor respiratory symptoms after her return [27]. Her symptoms resolved, but a few days later the husband developed symptoms, and both went to a hospital, where they were put in isolation. When they were tested, the husband, who had not been outside the country, was positive, but the wife was negative. The medical institute hypothesized that she had become negative in the 15 days after her first symptoms, but there was no evidence that she had ever been positive.
• (Mar 19) CTV reports on a man with leukemia, who went to a hospital with night sweats and a cough, was given antibiotics and sent home, worsened, was intubated, and then sadly died. A test result received after his death was positive. He had not recently travelled or had contact with another coronavirus patient. [https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/stay-home-urges-widow-of-51-year-old-ontario-man-who-died-of-covid-19-1.4860802]

• (Mar 21) Iceland reported that 33.2% of 473 cases had not been conclusively traced to a source of transmission. [https://www.government.is/news/article/2020/03/15/Large-scale-testing-of-general-population-in-Iceland-underway/]

• (Mar 25) The urban region of Kitchener-Waterloo in Canada reported that, “For almost all of your recent presumptive cases, there is no link to a previously identified case”. [https://www.kitchenertoday.com/local-news/risk-of-contracting-covid-19-present-across-the-region-2198655]

• (Mar 26) A New Zealand man suffered bullying after being the first person in his small community diagnosed positive. He felt sick after playing cricket, but all his close contacts, including his cricket mates, have tested negative. He had not been with any international travelers, nor travelled himself. The only possible connection is that 3 weeks earlier he had been at a concert in Auckland where one other person tested positive, but not evidence that the two were ever close, and no explanation of how his disease would have taken 3 weeks to manifest. [https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/coronavirus/120584410/coronavirus-bullying-in-the-wairarapa-causes-man-with-the-coronavirus-to-breakdown]

• (Mar 30) The family of a 70 year old woman, the first to die in New Zealand, “has no idea how she became infected”. [https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/coronavirus/120663168/coronavirus-family-of-the-new-zealands-first-death-have-no-idea-how-she-contracted-covid19]

• (Apr 5) A tiger in the Bronx Zoo tested positive, one of 7 animals that developed a dry cough, but the only one to test positive. There was no explanation about how a human got close enough to transmit the virus, whether that person is still alive, and whether they also tested positive for coronavirus. [https://nypost.com/2020/04/05/a-bronx-zoo-tiger-now-has-coronavirus/]

• (Apr 10) A Yanomami teen in a remote area near the Venezuela-Brazil border region tested positive after reporting shortness of breath and fever. There is a theory that he was infected by an illegal miner passing through, but no evidence of any contact. [https://www.foxnews.com/world/teen-in-remote-amazonian-tribe-tests-positive-for-coronavirus] (Apr 10) South Korea reported that 91 patients who had been cleared through negative tests had tested positive again. Official didn’t know if the virus had been reactivated, the patients had relapsed, the test was measuring non-infectious debris from the virus, or there were false test results. [https://en.yna.co.kr/view/AEN20200429007051320]

• (Apr 10) A 42-year old man with an inherited form of muscular dystrophy died, and the autopsy revealed bronco-pneumonia. While a nasal swab was RNA-positive for COVID-19, lung swabs were negative when tested. [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7184436/]
• (Apr 15) A 68-year-old Chinese man was admitted to hospital due to fever, muscle pain, and fatigue, and had two consecutive positive coronavirus tests. He was released after his symptoms resolved and had two consecutive negative tests. During a quarantine period he tested positive twice again, and was re-hospitalized, and given antiviral drugs, despite having no symptoms. He then had four negative tests and was discharged. But then he tested positive twice more, still without symptoms, and was hospitalized a third time, and given antiviral drugs a second time (despite no symptoms). Finally, he was released into quarantine for a third time. No indication that false positive results were occurring was mentioned. https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-23197/v1

• (Apr 18) An article in the International Journal of Infectious Diseases found much higher rates of positive results in nasal swabs than in throat swabs in 353 people who had both samples taken at the same time. Overall 19% of nasal swabs and 7.6% of throat swabs were positive. This was particularly pronounced among hospital inpatients (33% versus 9%). The researchers did not consider that perhaps these people were picking up RNA from the atmosphere of the hospital. They also concluded that when the results were contradictory, it was the negative test that was wrong. No reason was given. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7166099/

• (Apr 29) The number of positive tests in cleared patients in South Korea had risen to 277, and the explanation had changed to the RT-PCR test detecting viral debris: bits and pieces of left-over RNA. However, there was no explanation of why loose RNA would remain the body for so long, nor why the patients would first test negative when they would have had even more of the ‘viral debris’ in their body. https://en.yna.co.kr/view/AEN20200429007051320

• (Apr 19) Taiwan found 21 COVID-19 positive sailors on three naval vessels that had sailed to Palau and back. The infection is believed to have come from Palau, despite the island nation having reported no cases. https://focustaiwan.tw/society/202004190009

• (May 3) The President of Tanzania sent samples from a goat and a pawpaw fruit to the national lab and they tested positive. On the other hand, a sample from a sheep was negative. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-tanzania/president-queries-tanzania-coronavirus-kits-after-goat-test-idUSKBN22F0KF

• (May 5) A Georgia, USA, man tested positive at 8am and then, about 4 hours later, tested negative (he had also tested negative 10 days before). https://www.fox5atlanta.com/news/cobb-county-man-tests-positive-and-negative-for-covid-19-just-hours-apart

• (May 5) A December 27th 2019 blood sample from a man in France tested RT-PCR positive for COVID-19. This lead doctors to postulate that the virus was circulating earlier in France. They did not consider the possibility that it was a false positive, especially because the man had not recently travelled, nor is known to have come into contact with someone from Wuhan which, according to COVID-19 dogma, was the only location of the virus at that time. https://www.livescience.com/coronavirus-france-patient-zero-december.html (Jan 31) A women returning to Canada from China tested negative while “mildly ill”
after arriving in Canada, but later tested positive.  

- (May 13) Janice Brown, a woman with a medical history of cancer, strokes, heart attacks, renal failure and congestive heart failure, spent 2 months in a hospital as a COVID-19 patient. After she had been symptom free for 3 days, she was discharged on April 3rd, but on April 21st, she had problems during dialysis and was re-hospitalized, and tested positive again. Finally, she tested negative again and was released a second time.  

- (May 8) 5 sailors aboard US aircraft carrier “Roosevelt” tested positive for coronavirus a second time. John Swartzberg, a UC Berkeley infectious disease expert was quoted as saying, “This is not behaving like any infectious disease I have heard of, if these tests are accurate. None of this makes any sense.”  
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